
THIS WEEK’S SCRIPTURES 
October 16, 2022 

Twenty-Ninth Sunday in Ordinary Time 
Exodus 17:8–13    2 Timothy 3:14—4:2    Luke 18:1–8 
  

 

 

  
 

Reflection by: Sister Honora Werner, OP 

What a strange story Jesus tells about persistent prayer! 
 It seems He casts God as the unjust judge! Is that possible? 
  Or is God the widow praying for justice among humans? 
Questions like this show that parables STILL make us think -- and offer no clear explanation!   
 But Luke can’t resist and gives us HIS explanation for the story:      
  Persistent prayer despite weariness.        
 Jesus seems to interpret the story too         
  as he sees God as the judge who will grant justice to those who pray “day and night!” 
Then why tell the story at all?          
 Why allow us to raise the question about God as an unjust judge?  Who knows? 

One thing is clear,           
 the first and third readings today insist on the need for persistent, even insistent prayer,  
  prayer that is filled with faith.         
   Last week 10 lepers cried out to Jesus for healing.    
     All ten received it and nine went to do what the Law required.    
     But the Samaritan falls at Jesus’ feet.      
  Jesus tells him his FAITH has saved him!  So prayer, of course.      
   But faith-filled prayer if we are disciples of His. 

And this week here we are again: hearing Him say faithfulness in prayer affects God’s response to us. 

Centuries ago, Moses prayed for victory over Amalek’s hordes.       
 His included bodily prayer.           
  Prayer in community and bodily gestures remain dear trademarks of Dominican prayer.   
   Especially when we don’t feel like it, we drag our bodies to chapel   
           and pray in community. The others’ presence and faith powers our prayer! 

Speaking of Dominicans, we cannot ignore the injunction given to Timothy:   
 proclaim the Word – whenever, wherever, how we are and what we feel like.    
   Use your body – tongue, gestures, hands, feet, whatever.     
   Preach the Word. Preach Jesus Christ!  And pray! 


